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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. DEC. 28, 19 31 from Engineering Department letter no. 1
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus & North Twin - 45,000 Mil. 
19,208 0
25,322 w
January 4th, 1931 ”





January 4, 1932* Ripogenus Elev. 928.65 
North Twin Elev.486.15


























The panels have been received from the General Electric Company 
and are now mounted in place out in the Finishing Room, but the 
meter equipment from the Sangamo Electric Co. has not been received yet.
No. 9 Paper Me i 
Job 1247
The new mix box for this installation has been built out in 
the carpenter shop.
Mo. 6 Line of
Grinders -
Job 2134
Mr. Burr reports that he nas a large crew at work this 
(Jan. 4th) on the Baxter System 
exhaust ducts,
Trenches are being dug for 
and the fans are being set up.
morning 
the
Miscellaneous Co. ,Mr. P. P. 
called Monday,
Barbey, local clerk of the H. J. Deutschbein 
Dec. 28th.
Mr. Charles Eklund, local Superintendent of the H. J. Deutschbein 
Company, called this morning, January 4th.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED Janut ry 4, 1932 signed Engineer
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. J)6C e 21, 19 31 from Engineering Department letter no. 52
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 
December 28th, 1930 rt * ” rt - 
10 Year Average (Dec. 28th) n “ * ” -
45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
20,386 ** rt *
26,289 ” rt *
December 28th, 1931s Storage 13,853 Mil. Cu. Ft.Ripogenus Elev. 929.54 
North Twin * 485.20 
Ripogenus & North Twin 
Small Ponds
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE
H 8,668 »t H H
M 22,521 H It H
0,000 II « H
22,521 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Precipitation at Ripogenus for the first twenty-seven days of 
December was reported as being 3.12 inches; at Millinocket 2.38 inches was 





Blox-on-end flooring now completely laid and the job will be completed 












Nothing further done on this installation. The General Electric
material has been received but now waiting meter equipment from the 
Sangamo Electric Co.
We are advised that the General Electric Company recom .end that more 
heat be applied to the four defective coils in the grinder motor, at a 
higher temperature. If they then fail to respond to this treatment, the 
G. E. Co. will send down men to make necessary repairs, the G. E. Co. 
to make good any expense, if the fault is found to be their*s.
Mill doing preliminary work on the Baxter Ventilating system.
This installation is completed and closed as of to-day.
Mr. E. F. Jones of the Bangor office called Saturday morning, 
December 26th.
Mr. Charles Eklund, local Superintendent of the H. J. Deutschbein 
Company, visited this morning, Dec. 28th.
Diet. RV.
Dec. 28, 1931 *—- Engineer*
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. ]_4 isgl FROM Engineering Department letter no. 51
SUBJECT DETAIL
Vaster Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and
December 21, 1930





45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
21,515 rt
27,060 H tt »•
930.69
484.25
Dec. 21st, 1931i Ripogenus Elev.
North Twin "















Precipitation at Ripogenus for the first twenty days of December 
was reported as being 1.63 inches; at Millinocket 0.70 inches was recorded 
This precipitation was mostly in the form of snow.
Finishing Room
Floor. J-1231
Concreted the bay of floor immediately in front of No. 7 paper machine 
on this particular section,As soon as the ’* Bl ox-on-end'* flooring is laid 
the job will be completed.
Battery Chargiig
Set. J-1244
; One of the charging panels (one that was 
on hand), has been put into service. The new 
but have not yet been
fitted up with old material 
panels were shipped Dec. 15th
received.
No. 6 Line of
Grds. J-2134
Four motor coils 
Preliminary work
are still defective.
for the Baxter Ventilating System is under way
Dolby Heating
Plant - Job 
2139
The heating system is completed and has been satisfactorily tried out. 
Except for a few minor jobs, this installation is completed.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
December 21, 1931 S,GN^W^ ingineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Dec. 7, 19 from Engineering Department letter no. 50
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus & North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
December 14th, 1930 it rt 22,330 " w »♦
10 Year Average N '* rt 27,749 “ n rt (Dec. 14th)
Dec. 14, 1931x Ripogenus Elev. 931.34 Storage 15,585 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 484.45 H 8,156 H rt rt
Ripogenus and North Twin rt 23,741 rt H
Small Ponds rt 0,000 rt w rt
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 23,741 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Rain and snow for the first thirteen days of December at Ripogenus 
has been reported as being 0.46 of an inch; at Millinocket 0.69 of an inch 




The ”Blox-on-end” flooring is being laid on the two bays in front 
of No. 7 & No. 8 machines. There is one more bay of floor to be replaced 
at this point before the job will be completed.
Battery Charging The generator and motor have been mounted on their new structural
Set - J.1244 steel base. The control for running this battery charging set is completed 
and the electricians are now working on the "charging” panel equipment.
The new Elwell-Parker truck has been received.
No. 10 Paper Meh
Job 1245
• Work was completed on No. 10 paper machine changes and the machine 
started up at 4 P.M. Tuesday, December 8th. The machine started up very 
nicely and a much improved condition is being experienced.
No. 6 Line of
Grds. J. 2134
Still working on the motor coils, in an effort to dry out the excess 
moisture. Two of the coils have responded to treatment but there are still 
four coils that are bad.
Dolby Clean-up
Job 2136
Work completed except for a little pipe railing work, and the plaster­




This equipment is now completely installed and working satisfactorily.
)olby Heating
Plant - Job 
2139
Miscellaneous
All Modine unit heaters are now completely piped and wired ready for 
service. The steam boiler is covered with asbestos insulation und the 
entire system is to be tried out to-day, Dec. 14th.
Mr. V. hillard of the Link-Belt Co., visited Wednesday, Dec. 9th.
Mr. W. 0. McKay visited Thursday, Dec. 10th.
Mr. H. Leathers of the Babcock A Wilcox Co. visited Friday, Dec. 11th.
Diet RVW
SIGNED Engines cDATE MAILED Dec. 14, 1931
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER



























Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin 
Dec. 7, 1930 H « «
10 Year Average H " rt
Dec. 7th,
Dec.



















Ripogenus and North Twin M 24,743 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
Small Ponds___________________ 0,000 * H w
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 24,743 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Total precipitation for the month of November was reported as 1.13 
inches at Ripogenus, and 0.83 inches was recorded at Millinocket.
North Twin rt 485.20
Two bays of concrete floor base on the east half of the room, 
immediately in front of the $7 and £8 paper machines, has been poured
Nothing further done this week.
No. 10 paper machine was shut down at 8 A.M. Thursday, Dec. 3rd, 
a start made on the changes to the wet end. At this writing theand
first press, couch, fourdrinier and flow box have been moved ahead into 
their new positions.
The cypress spout, (to convey paper stock from the Bird screens in 
their original positions to the flow box in its new position) is now 
being constructed.
on the drive and piping changes.
parts for changing the capacity range of the chlorinator 
pounds per 24 hours, have been received and installed, 
to the hydrant house have been made and the job is now
Working
The new 
from 0 to 40
Repairs 
completed.
Still working on the motor, trying to dry out some of the coils 
that contained an excess of moisture.
New lighting system in the station completed. 
Garage in 
plastering the




and the recording 
have not yet
All seven of the Modine 
supply lines piped to them, 
been installed yet.
The motors on three of




gauges have been installed but the 
installed.
Heaters have been hUfjg in place and the 
drip lines from the neaters have not
the heaters have been wired already to run.
Mr. Thomas Clark of Bangor called Saturday, Dec. 5th.




DATE MAILED „ _ „ „
December 7th, 1931 Engineer.
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER








Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 







North Twin ” 486.40




” - ---------  23,246
rt Nov. 30th 28,452
Storage 15,915 Mil. <
* 9.496 ”
H
) Mil. Cu. Ft
rt w










For the first twenty-nine days of November, Ripogenus 
recorded 0.58 of an inch.0.85 of an inch of rain and Millinocket has
Two bays of old wooden floor have been 
of the room immediately in front of $7 & $8 
the concreting of this section will be made
torn up on the east half 
paper machines. A start on 
to-day, Nov. 30th.
Bricking up the old doorway in 
installing a window in its place.
front of No. 9 paper machine, and
Battery Charging
Set - J. 1244
Chlorinator * 















?lant - Job 
2139
The structural steel base, and the electrical conduit (under the floor) 
for the battery charging set, have been installed along the west wall of thi 
finishing room, approximately in front of the Re-winder.
The new 6”
installed. The 
west so as to include all valve stems and hydrant.
and 12” valves, together with the 6” drip 
hydrant house has been moved over about 3
line, have been 
feet to the
hoists hung inTrolley beam work overhead completed and most of the 
place.
One of the posts for the couch quarter turn drive has been erected 
in its new position.
The new mix box has been taken apart and moved onto the job ready 
for re-assembly as soon as the machine is shut down.
The motor on this line of 
Friday, Nov. ‘27th, but six bad 
coils are -thought 
now being made to
grinders was to have been put into service 
coils were found in the rotor. These 
to have an excess of moisture in them and efforts are 
dry them out thoroughly.
system in the station is practically completed.New lighting
Roof over garage and electrical storehouse is now completely water­
proofed except for a small strip on the east end.
The temperature control equipment has been received and 
being made to-day, Nov. 3rd, to equip No. 5 line of grinders 
control.
a start is 
with this
Filling the coal bin.
The main steam line from the boiler, extending the full 
the electric station, has been installed and a start made on 
to the modine heaters 
preparatory to connecting them to the pipe line.
length of 
the branches 
Three of the heaters have been suspended in place
Diet. RVW (Over)
SIGNED
DATE MAILED Nov. 30, 1931 Engineer
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Frank Partsch of J. 0. Ross Engineering Co. visited Monday and 
Tuesday, Nov. 23rd and 24th respectively,to experiment with the trial 
Baxter System on No. 5 grinder line at East Millinocket.
Mr. E. w. Prouty returned from Madison Friday, Nov. 27th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. 19 31 from Engineering Department letter no. 47
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Nov. 23, 1930









Nov. 23, 1931 Ripogenus Elev. 931.10 Storage 15,345 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 487.40 H 10.186 " " n
Ripogenus and North Twin " 25,531 " " tt
Small Ponds rt 0,000 " " «
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 25,531 Mil. Cu. Ft.




0.85 of an inch of rain and Millinocket has recorded 0.58 of an inch.
Approximately 98 percent of the concrete base and "Blox-on-end” 
flooring have been completed on the west half of the Finishing Room.
Purchase order for the "Blox-on-end” flooring in front of No. 7 & 8 
paper machines has been received.
Heading Machine
Job 1239
Working on door changes. This work should be completed this week.
Battery Charging The structural steel base 
Set - J.1244 exciter) has been received.
for the battery charging set (motor and
Chlorinator Mkt. The new 6" and 12" valves have been installed into the town main
Water Co.
Job 409
in accordance with-the State’s 
install the 6" drip line.
regulations. Now digging trench so as to
s
No. 10 Paper 
Machine - Job 
1245
No. 6 Line of
Grinders - Job
2134
Two of the three new shafting piers in the basement have been con­
creted and the forms are completed for the third one.
There are three more trolley beams to be erected overhead.
The new mix box has been completed in the shop and has been painted.
The motor has shown a good "dry-out” test and is now running idle 
until the control equipment is completed. This should be completed by 




The new lighting system is about 75^ completed.
Moving electrical repair parts into the new electrical storage room 
and starting to tear down some more of the old shacks which formerly 
housed this material.
Garage doors have been made and hung.
Dolby Paper
Job 2137
The dry pipe sprinkler system 
now very near completed.




Building a chute from the top 
for unloading coal.
A start has been made on this 
of the dam into the new boiler house 
installstion of the piping.
Miscellaneous Frank Partsch of the J. 0. Ross Engineering Co., is visiting to-day, 
Nov. 23rd, checking up operation of trial Baxter System on No. 5 Grinder 







GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Nov. 9,
SUBJECT
FROM _ - . . LETTER NO.31 Engineering Department 46
DETAIL
VJater Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil.Cu.Ft
Nov. 16, 1930 ♦» W H 23,090 * * «
10 Year Average * 0 * (Nov. 16) 27,357 « « m
Nov. 16,1931: Ripogenus Elev. 930.25 Storage 14,525 Mil. Cu. Ft.
M »♦ » North Twin H 488.30 n 10,807 R « H
R i» w Ripogenus and North Twin 25,332 H H rtR M »1 Small ponds w 0,000 W W RW « H TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 25,332 Mil. Cu. Ft.
For the first sixteen days of November, Ripogenus has reported 0.73 
of an inch and Millinocket has recorded 0.49 of an inch of rain.
A trace of snow was experienced at Millinocket this morning, Nov. 16t| 





Approximately 98 percent of the concrete base and 90 percent of the 
”Blox-on-endst flooring have been completed on the west half of the Finish­
ing room.




i Installation completed 
is being made to-day, Nov. 16th.
except for some door changes, on which a start
No. 10 Paper Meh. One of the three new shafting piers in the basement has been con- 
Job 1245 creted and a pulley removed Sunday, Nov. 15th, so that a second pier
may be installed.
Trolley steel overhead is about 1/3 completed.
A new mix box is being made in the shop.
No. 6 Line of




The control equipment for No. 6 grinder motor was received at the 
mill Tuesday, Nov. 10th and is now being installed.
New lighting system in the station about 1/3 completed.
Repairing windows and patching brickwork in electrical storage room.
Dolby Paper Stig 
Job 2137
• forking on sprinkler system. It was found necessary to install 





The chimney for the new boiler house is now completed, and the boiler 
itself is erected.
The piping has not been started yet because of the necessity to com­
plete the sprinkler system in the paper storage room before cold weather.
H. J. Deutschbein crew all laid off Tuesday night Nov. 10th with 
exception of local officeman, who completed his work Friday night, Nov.13th.
P. A. Collins of barren Steam Pump Co., called ’Wednesday, Nov. 11th. 
Frank Keenan of Boston office called 'Wednesday, Nov. 11th.
H. J. Deutschbein visited Thursday, Nov. 12th.
J. R. Bates, Vice President of The Whiting Corporation, visited 
Saturday, Nov. 14th.
E. W. Prouty left for Madison Sunday, Nov. 15th.
Diet. RW








FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M Nov. 2, 19 31 FROM Engineering DepartmenttETTER no. 45
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft
Nov. 9th, 1930 h rt m n 23,948 * rt h
10 Year Average » »» " Nov. 9th 27,265 ” rt w
Nov. 9th, 1931* Ripogenus Elev. 929.52 Storage 13,834 Mil. Cu. Ft.
rt rt North Twin M 489.15 11,395 • M rt
rt rt n Ripogenus & North Twin " 25,229 ” ” rt
n rt rt Small Ponds rt 0,000 ” ” it
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 25,229 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Finishing Room Approximately 90 percent of the concrete base and 75 percent of the
Floor - Job ”Blox-on-end" flooring have been completed on the west half of the Finish-
1231 ing Room.
has been requisitioned for a 2,300 square foot section on 
of the floor immediately in front of $7 & $8 paper machines.
Heading Mchs.
Job 1239
Fifth (and final) heading machine has been completed and is now in 
satisfactory operation.





Meh. A start was made on the trolley changes over the wet end of No. 16 
machine Sunday, Nov. 8th.
Drilling and making preparation to build forms for the three new 
concrete piers in the basement.
line ofNo. 6






The motor and downstream grinder are grouted onto their foundations, 
being poured to-day 
at this writing —
The concrete floor around the motor is 
Switchgear for motor not received 
morning, Nov. 10th.
Motor hoods installed over motors 
look like last fiveto be remodeled to






pleted and the job
and skylight work under Hahnel Bros.’s 
now finished.
contract com-
New lighting system in the station about 25^ completed. Old shacks 
of the station have been hauled away and thein the immediate vicinity 
grading completed.
Roof over the garage 
concrete and a start made
Installing hy-rib for the plaster partition at the rear of the garage
and the electrical storehouse patched with 
to-day on the waterproofing of it.
Dolby Wood Roon
Clean-up. J.2137 Working on sprinkler system
Dolby Heating 
Plant - J.2139
Roof of new boiler house waterproofed.
Erecting the steam boilerj also the chimney above the roof.
Miscellaneous
Nov.
E. V,. Prouty returned from Madison Friday, Nov. 6th. 
Expect to close out all H. J. Deutschbein work Tuesday night, 






GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER




Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
November 2nd, 1930 * H rt 24,834 »♦ *» H
10 Year Average « »» rt * Nov.2 27,158 rt rt rt
Nov. 2nd, 19318 Ripogenus Elev. 928.75 Storage 13,115 Mil. Cu. Ft.
« rt North Twin * 488.90 >« 11.221 rt w w
♦» H rt Ripogenus & Northi Twin rt 24,336 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Oct. 31, 1931 j Small Ponds w 0,000 rt rt rt
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 24,336 Mil. Cu. Ft.
For the month of October, Ripogenus reported a total rainfall of
inches and at5.72 6.34 inches were recorded.
Finishing Room 










75 percent of the concrete base is completed and aboutApproximately
percent of the "Blo«-on-endM flooring is laid.
Foundation for the fifth and final heading machine is completed and 
a start has been made on the erection of the heading machine and the 
scales.
The final length of track has been installed.
Mr. F* Partsch of J. 0. Ross Engineering Corporation visited the 
experimental Baxter ventilating system on No. 5 line of grinders, 
Wednesday, Oct. 28th.
The system did not work very satisfactory with the back box connection 
J. 0. Ross Engineering Co. furnished. A new box is being made in the 





























and is being unloaded at this writing.
hoods for this motor, also for Nos. 1, 2, 3 & 4 motors were 
Saturday, Oct. 31st.
skylights have been received from Hahnel Bros, and the five 
will be completely glazed by to-night, Nov. 2nd.
Working on the new lighting system in the station. Grading 
station.
Building forms to patch the roof of the old boiler building 
now being revamped into a two-car garage and electrical store
Upper floor completed and paper now being stored in it.






Building structuxe completed and starting to apply waterproofing on 
roof to-day, Nov. 2nd.
Concrete floor inside the building poured.
Boiler received at Dolby Thursday, Oct. 29th.
F. C. Bowler visited Boston office Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 28th 
29th respectively.
Diet. RVW
November 2n, 1931 Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR week beginning s a. m. October 19, ,931 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 43
SUBJECT DETAIL
Later Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus 
October 26, 1930: *
10 Year Average *
and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
* « 25,757 0 * rt
H rt 27,199 w * «
Oct. 26, 1931i Ripogenus Elev. 928.05 Storage 12,471 Mil. Cu. Ft.
" * rt North Twin * 488.15 * 10,704 M H *
* * * Ripogenus and North Twin * 23,175 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Oct. 24, 1931* Small Ponds rt 206 H »• h
Total Available Storage 23,381 Mil. Cu. Ft.
For the first twenty-five days of October, Ripogenus has reported




Concreted a large section of floor in front of No. 1 paper machine 
and now laying the ”Blox-on-endR floor onto it.
Approximately 65 percent of the concrete base is completed and about 
58 percent of the *Blox-on-endH flooring is laid.
Heading Mchs.
Job 1239
The heading machine in front of No. 1 paper machine is in service. 
Excavation for the 5th and final heading machine is completed and a start 
made on the foundation forms.
Excavating for the final length of shuttle track.
Gravel Storage
Job 1243
Approximately 560 yards of sand and gravel have been stored alongside 
the west wall of the grinder room. This work was completed Friday night, 
October 23rd.
No. 5 Line of
Grinders * Job
2132
The Baxter Ventilating equipment has been installed on No. 5 line of 
grinders and the motor to drive the fan is now being connected. Mr. 
Partsch of J. 0. Ross Engineering Corp, has been notified to this effect. 1
No. 6 Line of
Grinders -Job
2134
The downstream grinder has been received and a start was made to-day 




Hahnel Bros.* crew have completely finished the waterproofing of the 
roof slab. The skylight curbs are completely flashed to the roof, but 
the skylights themselves have not been received as yet. Expected this week.
Dolby Clean-up
Job 2136
A start has been made on the new lighting system for the Dolby station. 
Poured concrete backwall of garage in the east end of the old boiler 
house. Preparing to install steel for extension of upper floor of electri­
cal store room.
Dolby fcbod Room
Clean-up - Job 
2137
Upper Floor completed.
Lower floor all patched. Now building forms for a curb drain all 




The east wall of the building is all bricked up and the south wall is 
about 1/3 completed. The middle partition wall is all concreted and the 
forms removed.
The roof steel is erected in place and the forms for the concrete 
slab are about 1/2 completed.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED October 26, 1931
SIGNED O v .
Engineer
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Mr. F. C. Bowler visited Madison and Waterville Sunday and Monday, 
October 19th and 20th, respectively.
Mr. Sargent of Bellamy, Robie & Sargent called Tuesday, Oct. 20th.
Mr. Carmichael of the D. M. Baker Co., visited Millinocket Monday 
and Tuesday, Oct. 19th and 20th, respectively.
Mr. John Ross of Frank E. Ross Co., visited Wednesday, Oct. 21st.
Mr. H. W. Guettler, President of the Fibre Making Process Co., called 
Thursday, Oct. 22nd.
Mr. Swaney of Gilbert Howe Gleason Co. called Thursday, Oct. 22nd.
Messrs. Conklin and Estes, of the Factory Insurance Association, 
called Thursday, Oct. 22nd.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER










No. 5 Line of
Grds.- Job 2132







Dolby V. ood Room 






Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus & North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu. Ft.
Oct. 19, 19301 * 0 * 26,961 * * *
10 Year Average M 0 "Oct. 19 27,066 0 rt 0
Oct. 19, 1931: Ripogenus Elev. 927.47 - Storage 11,948 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin 0 487.30 w 10*117 « « 0
00 0 Ripogenus & North Twin Storage 22,065 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Small Ponds - No Report
For the first eighteen days of October-, Ripogenus has reported
3.61 inches of r. infall and Millinocket has recorded 4.03 inches.
Concreted another small section of concrete floor between the 
shuttle track and the west wall in front of No. 2 paper machine.
Laying the MBlox-on-end0 Flooring in front of No. 1 machine.
The heading machine in front of No. 1 paper machine is all in­
stalled and will be put in service at 4 o’clock to-day.
Shuttle track all installed except for one more section.
Approximately 250 cubic yards of gravel has been stored alongside 
the west wall of the grinder room, to date.
Baxter Ventilating system received.
The upstream grinder is grouted in place and ready for the grind­
stone to be hung. Installing underground ductwork at site of downstream 
grinder in anticipation of Baxter Ventilating system.
Hahnel Bros* crew arrived at East Millinocket Tuesday, Oct. 13th, 
and at this writing have got the roofing felt installed on approximately 
one-half of the roof.
Skylights not yet received.
The concrete floorwork inside the electric station is all completed. 
Removing debris from the boiler house building.
The upper concrete floor is now completely patched and the old 
openings in the brick walls at this level are closed.
Patching holes and sewers in the basement floor.
The building walls and the foundation for the new chimney are all 
concreted. The forms are being built for the middle partition wall.
A start has been made on the erection of the chimney to-day, Oct.
Mr. J. M. Benjamin of the Messinger Bearing, Inc., called Friday 
October 16th.







GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. October 5, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department LETTER NO- 41
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 22,070 MiLCu. Ft.
Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu.Ft
Oct. 12th, 1930i Ripogenus * rt 28,050 rt rt h
10 Year Average rt rt « Oct. 12th 27,506 tt « M
Oct. 12, 1931s Ripogenus Elev. 927.40 Storage 11,885 Mil., Cu. Ft.
H rt H North Twin “ 486.90 rt 9s841 *» tt H
rt rt w Ripogenus & North Twin rt 21,726 ” rt H
Oct. 10, M Small Ponds 344 * rt rt
For the first twelve days of October Ripogenus has reported 0.19 
inches of rain and Millinocket has recorded 0.01 inches.
Finishing Room







Transferred work to North end of the room and a small patch of floor 
has been concreted between the shuttle track and the west wall in front 
of No. 1 paper machine.
One length of shuttle track has been installed and the foundation 
for the heading machine in front of No. 1 paper machine is all concreted.
A start was made this morning, Oct. 12th, on the storage of sand and 
gravel in anticipation of construction work this winter.
No. 6 Line of 
Grinders - Job
2134
The concrete foundations for both the downstream grinder and the 
motor are poured, the forms stripped, and backfilled. The new central 
stock spout to the oull screens is entirely completed.
The third pressure pump has been piped into the system, but the motor 




Rc of Roof slab and skylight curbs entirely 
Hahnel Bros* crew to install skylights and











New concrete floor inside the station now completed with the exception 
of one small section in front of the entrance.
Started removing the debris from the boiler house building.
The roof of the main building has been made tight.
The holes in the upper floor have been patched in about one-half of 
the area, and the remaining half is now being prepared for concreting.
A section of the old concrete wood storage building foundation has 
been underpinned to serve as the up-stream wall of the new heating plant 
building. Footings for the other two walls have been concreted and the 
forms for the walls themselves are now being built.
L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co., called Thursday, Oct. oth.
Messrs. F. L. Wallace and Roy ’Aagner of the Garlock Packing Co. 
called Thursday, October 8th.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED October 12, 1931
SIGNED Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 A. M. Sept. 28, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 40
SUBJECT DETAIL
V ater Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
Oct. 5th, 1930: Ripogenus and North Twin 28,887 ** « •» 
10 Year Average rt ** Oct. 5th 28,177 * •» *
Oct. 5, 1931: Ripogenus Kiev. 927.47 Storage 11,948 Mil. Cu. Ft.
" * * North Twin H 487.10 " 9,979 H ”
H ” “ Ripogenus & North Twin M 21,927 « w «
Oct. 3. 1931: Small Ponds 960 " « *
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 22,887 Mil. Cu. Ft.
For the month of September, Millinocket recorded 3.44 inches of rain 




Fifty (50) percent of the concrete base has been poured and about 
forty-eight (48) percent of the MBlox-on-end” flooring is completely 
installed.
Lork is now to start at the North end of the room and a small area 
of old floor has been removed preparatory to concreting.
Briner Economiz 
Protection $7 
i£ch - J. 1238
ar Deluge equipment installed but no acceptance test run as yet because
of trouble experienced with the solenoids on the flap doors we installed 




V*ork now transferred to North end of the Finishing Room, and one
length of truck for the shuttle cars has been installed in front of No. 1 
paper machine.
. ood Storage Ex
Job 2131
t.
Cleaning up debris, old stagings, etc.
No. 6 Line of 1 
Job 2134
Irds. Excavation for the downstream grinder foundation is completed. The 
old stock spout has been discontinued and the stock is now going thru the 
new spout, although there is still a small amount of roof to be concreted 
before this spout is entirely completed.
The upstream grinder is now being erected on its foundation.
The pressure pump (third unit) has been placed in the pump room 
preparatory to installing same.
Grinder Room R<
Job 2135
lof This concrete roof, including the skylight curbs, is now completely
poured. The forms are all removed with the exception of two bays. 
Installing copper flashing on the old portion of the monitor.
Dolby Clean-up
Job 2136
Concreting a small section of floor to-day, Oct. 5th, over the old 
stock tank. Hanging the new door on the east end of the building.
Re-located old motor-generator exciter set and also the air compressor.
Dolby Vsood Ro or
Clean-up
Job 2137
1 Bricking up old openings.
Removed old waterproofing from the roof, patched the bad places in 
the roof with ne® planking, and covered with one layer of paper. Canvas 
and pitch will be applied later.
Dolby Heating 
Plant - J.2139
Started excavation for heating plant building to-day, Oct. 5th.
Diet. RW. (Over)
DATE MAILED Oct. 5, 1931
s'oneo
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Messrs. McKay, Hilton and Hall visited the Millinocket and East 
Millinocket mills on Wednesday and Thursday, Sept* 30th and Oct* 1st 
respectively*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER









Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu. Ft.
Rip. and N.T* Sept. 28, 1930 29,925 0 0 0
0 00 Sept. 28, 1931 (10 Yr. Ave.) 22,100 * * •
Sept. 28th, 1931s Ripogenus Elev. 926.72 Storage 11,277 Mil. Cu. Ft
»• North Twin 0 488.20 rt 10,738 H M w
w H Rip. and N. T* M 22,015 1* M> W
Sept* 26th, 1931: Small Ponds 1,318 W H w
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 23,333 Mil. Cu. Ft
For the first twenty-seven days of September, Millinocket has recorded 
3.44 inches of rain and Ripogenus has reported 6.32 inches.
Fifty (50) percent of the concrete base has been poured and about 





Mr. Gilson from the Automatic Sprinkler Corporation arrived Friday, 
Sept. 25th, and the Deluge equipment is all installed ready for tests.
The third heading machine is now completely installed and in satis­
factory operation.
Stood Storage Ext. The grinder room was shut down at 8 A.M* Tuesday, Sept. 22nd, to
Job 2131 put the new wood storage bin into commission and to install the final
section of wster conveyor so as to take directly out of the tank. Grinder 
room started up again at 2 P.M.
Built steps from entrance floor level down to water conveyor walkways.
No. 6 Line
Job 2134
of Grds. Forms removed from upstream grinder foundation and center stock spout. 
Millwrights working on water wheel.
First grinder shipped from Turners Falls Friday, Sept. 25th.




more bays of roof concreted to-day, Sept. 28th, which makes the 
slab about 60$ poured.
old roof has been completely removed from the remaining four 
the new steel purlins are being erected.
)olby Clean-up 
Job 2136
Old switchboard now completely removed and floor concreted to level 
of the surrounding generator floor. New concrete floor placed from river 
wall up to site of old bull screen.
Boiler settings have been demolished in the boiler house but the 
debris has not yet been removed.
Dolby ood Roon 
Clean-up -
Job 2137
All of the old wood room equipment has been removed from the building 
except the barker drums. These have been removed from their foundations 
and are being put on skids ready to be hauled out*
Started to remove old roof waterproofing.








GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Sept. 14, 193I from Engineering Department letter no. 33
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Sept. 21st Reporti Ripogenus Elev. 927.40 Storage 11,885 Mil.
North Twin * 487.50 M 10,255 «
Ripogenus and North Twin

















For the first twenty days of September, Millinocket has recorded 
2.10 inches of rain and Ripogenus has reported 3.81 inches.
finishing Room 
floor - Job 123A
About 40$ of the concrete base has been poured and about 35$ of the 




The flap doors and 
Economizer over the dry 
is not installed yet.
solenoid controls are installed in the briner 





Excavation for the 
forms are now being






Cutting the remainder of the concrete wall between the two bins as 
as possible before changing over.
Monitor on the roof extension is now all plastered.
No. 6 Line of 
Grds. J-2134
Grinder Roof 





The forms for 
together with some
the upstream grinder foundation are completed and 
of the stock spout is being concreted to-day, Sept. 21st.
slab poured over the pump room and the bull screenConcrete roof
room. Forms and reinforcing all placed for a strip of roof over No. 6 
grinder line. Old roof removed from end bay over No. 1 grinder line and 
the new steel purlins erected, ready for the forms.
Depressed floor and steps at site of future No. 7 generator is all 
concreted.
Station and service transformers cut over into their new positions 
The balance of the old switchboard material is now being demolished.
Mr. Mansfield of the B.&A.R.R. visited Tuesday, Sept. 15th.
Mr. R. V. Weldon left for Madison Wednesday, Sept. 16th, and returned 
Friday, Sept. 18th.
Mr. H. J. Deutschbein visited Friday, Sept. 18th.
Mr. Don Montville of Shartle Bros., called Saturday, Sept. 19th.
Mr. McLean of Noble & Wood called Saturday, Sept. 19th.
Mr. Macauley, Inspector for Employer’s Liability Assurance Corp., 
called, Saturday, Sept. 19th.
Diet. RVW
SIGNED
T:C.(2)er<^^L. EngineerDATE MAILED Sept. 21, 1931
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER









Sept. 14th Report: Ripogenus Elev. 929.38 Storage 13,702 Mil. 
« ara.on * q.rai »
tt
North Twin ” 486.90
Ripogenus and North Twin 











For the first thirteen days of September,
1.47 inches of rain and Ripogenus has reported




7 <Protection No. 

















*Blox-on-end” flooring is entirely laid 
6, 7 and 8.
flap doors were installed in the 
end of No. 7 paper machine, Sunday, Sept, 
be installed next Sunday.
Fifty feet more of shuttle track has 












Economizer over the dry 
Balance of equipment will
been installed preparatory to
The tank walls of the pulp storage bin have been concreted and the 
forms removed.
The monitor on the wood storage building is about 85$ plastered.
Removing
foundations.
old concrete foundations and excavating for the new
over the pump 
screen room.
room is concreted and are now building forme 
Demolishing a 32 foot strip of roof over Ho.6
into pit are concreted and forms are built
The roof 
over the bull 
line of grinders.
portion of stairs down 
for the balance.
All generators were shut down Sunday Sept. 13th for about four 
hours while several old connections were taken out and the new ones cut 
in. Also took down the remaining partitions around the switchboard 
structure.
The wood storage building, piling out conveyor, and hotel are now 
being demolished by Dominick Moscone’s crew.
Mr. Vi. Hilton called Wednesday, Sept. 9th.
Mr. V. J. Tower arrived Thursday, Sept. 10th.
Messrs. Bowler & Tower visited Ripogenus Friday, Sept. 11th, and 
Madison Saturday, Sept. 12th.
Mr. V;. M. Horner, Sales Engineer of Goulds Pump Co., visited 
Monday, Sept. 14th.
Diet. RVW
S'GNED^f Engineer.DATE MAILED Sept. 14, 1931
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER






Sept 8th 1931 Ripogenus Elevation 930.30 Storage
North Twin w 487.60 •
Ripogenus and North Twin Storage 
Small Ponds September Sth
Total Storage 
September 1 to 8 Rainfall Ripogenus 2.10**
Millinocket .99"
Expect to finish installation of gear & direct drive 






on second Ground Wood
Finishing Room Fl^or completed opposite No 7 & 8 machinesjabout 800 
Floor
Job 1231










Overflow and clean-out ( to tailrace ) excavated, lined and concreted-in 
Monitor plastered inside.








Roof over Pump Roon concreted to-day. 
Removing plank roof over Bull Screens.
Dolby Clean-up 
Job 2136.
No 7 Generator foundation concreted
Crane steel all completed
Forms for stairs into pit now building
Brick wall behind old switch board all down to platform level
DATE MAILED SEP 8- J931
FORM 17
GREAT NORTMERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 A.M. August 24. 1931 FROM Engineering Department LETTER NO- 35
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage August 31st, 1931, Ripogenus Elevation 931.50 Storage 15; 745 Mil. Cu.Ft.
North Tsin " 487.10 ’ 9.979 * " "
Ripogenus and North Twin ” 25,724 * * "
For the month of August to date Ripogenus has reported 3.42 inches of 
rainfall and Millinocket has recorded 3.43 inches.
Wrapper Stock Sulphite tank, thickeners and pumps in operation.
Chgs. - Job Gear drives now being installed on ground wood thickeners.
1230
Finishing Rm. Concrete base completed in front of No. 7 and No. 8 machines.
Floor - J. 123 L Wood block floor on 75$ of this area and now being completed.




Experiment held up pending arrival of new motor from Rice-Barton 
& Fales.
1241
'Io. 6 Generator In service since 2 P.M. August 29th.
)olby - Job
2128
jood Storage Ex- ;. Millwrights erecting conveyor mechanism.
Job 2131 Hole thru to tail race for overflow and cleanout and pipe liner 
placed.
Excavating for tank wall and water pipes.
<o. 5 Grinder In service since evwning August 29th.
JLne • Job 2132 No apparent heating of 1500 H.P. motor under new hood.
<o. 6 Line Grds< 
Job 2134
Started removing No. 6 Grinder Line August 31st.
Structural Steel arrived to-day and is being unloaded.
Grinder Room Old wooden roof all removed from pump house and seats for steel
Roof - Job rafters are cut in brick walls.
2135 Old roofing gravel removed and saved for new roof. 
Hauling and screening gravel for concrete roof slab.
)olby Clean-up Wall between No. 7 and No. 8 generators removed.
Job 2136 Station and service transformers relocated but not wired.
Cables between No. 8 generator and switchboard now in service in 
their permanent conduits under floor.
Removing brick 'and debris from old brick wall near No. 8.
One building column at No. 7 spliced and crane column attached.
Second building column at No. 7 now being shored.
Miscellaneous Messrs, 'hitcomb McKay and Hilton visited Millinocket and East 
Millinocket August 25th and 26th.
Weldon and Cram on vacation - return Sept. 8th.«
Diet. FCB
DATE MAILED August 31st, 1931 *■ v z Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. August 17, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 34
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage August 24th, 1931* Ripogenus Elev. 933.65 Storage 17;936 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin * 486.10 " 9.289 « « "
Ripogenus & North Twin " 27, 225 Mil. Cu. Ft.
For the month of August to date, Ripogenus has reported 2.63 inches 
of rainfall and Millinocket has recorded 2.46 inches.
Wrapper Stock
Chgs. - Job 
1230
Old sewers in'the screen room basement filled in where the thick­
eners were removed, and the floor concreted.
The reduction gear sets for the two tailing thickeners in the screen 





Another bay of concrete floor base has been poured in front of No. 7 
and No. 8 paper machines and at this writing about 2100 sq. ft. of the 
“Blox-on-end" flooring has been installed.
Mr. Carmichael of the D. M. Baker Co. left Tuesday night. Aug. 18th.
Haug Refiner
Job 1237
The remodeled refiner has been erected on its foundation and the 
drainer drum is now being installed.
Wire Shake #10
Meh. Job 1241
The wire shake was installed on No. 10 paper machine Sunday, Aug.16th 
On Sunday. August 23rd, the fourdrinier frame was raised by means of 
cast iron wedges so as to give the wire shake roll more contact.
Bathurst Booms 
Dolbyi J 2121
Booms completely hung. Job completed.
No. 6 Generatoj
Job 2128
• Mr. Devney. Holyoke Meh. Co. erector, arrived at Dolby Tuesday Aug.
18th and started erection of the water wheel governor.
The generator was started on its drying out run at 5 P.M. Thursday, 
August 20th.
Stairway to depressed floor level has been concreted, but the floor 




Concrete foundation wall between the old and the new' building has 
been demolished down to the level of the temporary sluice, taking wood 
from the new building to the water conveyor supplying the grinders.
The concrete floor at the operating level was poured to-day, Aug. 24th
Forms have been removed from the concrete pier forming the dump 
pocket onto the new conveyor. The conveyor itself is now erected with 
the exception of the chains and the drive.
Hy-rib all placed on the walls of the monitor and ready to be 
plastered.
No. 5 Line of
Grds. J-2132
Pater wheel parts installed, grinders grouted in place and the motor 
being grouted in place to-day Aug. 24th.
Dolby Clean-up
Job 2136
During the past week the water filters, the bull screen, and the 
hydraulic press have been removed from the room. The storage batteries 
have been moved down under No. 8 unit and the temporary house demolished.
Revamping the old pump pit at the east end of the room for the re­
location of station and service transformers.
Diet. RW <OV8r)





Excavating and removing concrete foundations at the site of 
future No. 7 unit.
G. V. Salle visited Deutschbein Jobs Tuesday, Aug. 18th.
Mr. F. Partsch, J. 0. Ross Engineering Corp., visited Tuesday, 
August 18th.
Mr. Stephen Stafford of Rice-Barton & Fales Co., called Tuesday. 
August 18th.
Mr. A. R. Caspar visited \tednesday, Aug. 19th.
Mr. H. S. Ferguson visited Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 19th 
and 20th respectively.
Mr. Demmick of S*K.F. Co. called Friday, Aug. 21st.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
SUBJECT DETAIL
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. August 10, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 33
Water Storage August 17, 1931i Ripogenus Elev. 934.95 Storage 19,303 Mil, Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 486,00 " 9,220 « « *
Ripogenus and North Twin ” 28,523 ” ” rt
For the month of August to date, Ripogenus has reported 2.49 inches 
of rainfall and Millinocket has recorded 2.43 inches.
Wrapper Stock 





The new system is in operation.
Cleaning up the debris in the basement.
The bay between the center line of columns and the west wall, im­
mediately in front of $8 paper*machine,has been concreted, Mr. Car­
michael of the D. M. Baker Co., arrived at Millinocket this morning, 










The remodeled refiner has been received and is now being installed 
on its foundation.
Work completed except for stringing the few extra lengths (that were 
left over) at some strategic point.
No. 6 Generato:'
Dolby - Job 
2128
The generator has been lined and leveled and is now grouted onto its 
foundation.
Pier for the governor has been concreted and the governor uncrated 
preparatory to installing.
Building forms for the stairway down to the depressed floor elevation. 






Installation completed except for a few miscellaneous odd jobs.
poured the big concrete pier forming the dump for the new conveyor 
into the wood storage extension. Also poured the concrete roof of the 
monitor.
The brick wall between the old and the new buildings has been re­
moved and the concrete foundation wall (which supported the above) is now 
being removed.
No. 5 Line Grdn 
Job 2132
Water wheel partb from the Holyoke Machine Works were received at 
the mill this morning, August 17th’ and will be installed immediately.
Foundation work all completed, grinders practically all erected and 
a start made on moving the motor into the room.
Dolby Clean-up 
Job 2136
Removed the pump (which threw stock to East Millinocket) and its 
motor. Also the hot air fan and platform which was located directly over 
the pump pit.




August 17, 1931 5l°NEL’*~~^-<2— Engineer
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Messrs C. E. Allen of Braman, Dow & Cb., and Butterfield of the 
American Rolling Mill Co., called Thursday, August 13th.
Mr. F. C.‘Bowler visited Madison Saturday, AubUst 15th.
Mri Belke, J. 0; Ross Engineering Co., erector, arrived this 
morning, August 17th, re installation of Briner economizer on $8 
paper machine.
Mr. John Ross of The Frank E. Roes Company, visited this morning. 
August 17th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
SUBJECT DETAIL
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. AUgUSt 3, 1931 from Engineering Department letter no. 32
Watoi Storage August 10th Reports Ripogenus Elev. 935.62 Storage 
North Twin “ 486.05 “
Ripogenus and North Twin '*
20,025 Mil# Cu. Ft.
9,254 « “ «
29,279 « “ ”
For the month of August to date, Ripogenus has 
of rainfall and Millinocket has recorded 1.34 inches.
recorded 1.75 inches
Wrapper Stock
Chgs. - Job 
" 1230
The stock chest under 
basement has been revamped 
7arren pump throwing stock
The new “reject wood0 
being run off into it this
installed in the Blow-Pit room.
screen room
new vertical
the two tailing thickeners in the 
and put into commission; also the 
from this chest to the beaters. ■ 
been completed and the first cook is 





another 3m.11 section of floor 
between the shuttle track and the west wall, and immediately in front of 
$8 Paper Machine.
Concreting today, ugust 10th,
Heading chs.
Job 1232
Installing the heading machine in the pit in front of No. 9 and 
No. 10 paper machines.
Haug Refiner
Job 1237
The remodeled refiner 
moved down into the screen
has been received at the mill and has been 















eight booms are all completed. Two sticks 
is furnishing enough lumber to make up one
Two hundred and sixty 
left over so the mill 
length, a total of 269.
The booms are now entirely strung across I iner irook cove; both 
of Spectacle Island; from Schoodic Bridge to Poplar Island; and, 
Poplar Islano to Piers 24, 23, 22 and 19.
Foundation for the generator is concreted® The generator base has 
moved onto the foundation and the generator parts moved into thebeen 
room, but not removed from their crates.
Concreted stairway wall downstream end of line and back filled floor 
at switchboard level.
Crane steel practically all erected.
Installed all but the last section of water conveyor.
Bull Screens
Job 2130
Removed temporary plank protection over the bull screens and erected 
subway grating walkways over same.
Made final pipe connections for the 3rd bull screen pump.
Brick masonry work practically completed. Fastening hyrib onto 
steel monitor frame and getting ready to build roof forms.
Friday, August 7th, the wood was changed over into the new storage 
building. Inst- lled a temporary wooden sluiceway to take the wood from 
the new building into the old and moved the chain conveyor from p4 line 
to the east end of the water conveyor where it not/ takes wood from the 
temporary sluiceway just mentioned.
DATE MAILED
.ugust 1-3, 1931 s,0NED-4 exd Engineer
FORM 17




Both grinder foundations concreted, the forms removed, and a 
start made on the erection of the upstream grinder.
Excavation for the motor foundation completed and a start made 
on the building of the forms*
H. ’7. Chase left for Madison Tuesday night, .ugust 4th, and 
returned Friday, Wgust 7th.
P. 4* Collins of the Tarren Steam Pump Co., called ’Wednesday, 
August 5th.
F. PreU, of the Dorr Co., Engineers, called Saturday, August 8th
j -
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR week beginning 8 A. M. july27, 1931 ,9 FROM Engineering DepartmentLETTER NO- 31
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage August 3rd Reports Ripogenus Elev. 935.75 Storage 20’165 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin * 486.30 * 9;427 « * "
Ripogenus and North Twin ” 29,592 * H *
For the month of July, Ripogenus reported 7.03 inches of rainfall 
and Millinocket recorded 6.14 inches.
Wrapper Stock 
Chgs. - Job 
1230
The new concrete wall in the ground wood stock chest is all concreted, 
the forms removed, and the mill brickmasons are bricking up the remaining 
two feet at the top.
The south end of the chest under the two tailing thickeners in the 
ground wood basement has been remodeled and put into service. Now work- . 
ing on the north end of the chest.
Five of the six thickeners have been moved from the basement up 
to their new location in the blow pit room.
Finishing Room
Floor - J. 1231
A small section of "Blox on-end” flooring has been placed between 









Working on the 268th (and last) boom.
No. 6 Generator
Dolby - J.2128
Excavation at the generator site is down to grade. Demolishing and 
removing grinder foundations at the downstream end.
Bull Screens 
Job 2130
Concreted the roof of the main stock spout to the bull screens.
Vood Storage
Ext. J-2131
About 40$ of the brick walls have been laid at this writing.
Setting steel plates at the dump pocket of the new conveyor and 
building forms for the concrete pier.
No. 5 Line of G
Job 2132
rinders Concrete foundation for the upstream grinder has been poured 
and the forms removed. Building forms for the center stock spout roof.
Miscellaneous W. 0. McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket Tuesday and 
ednesday Juii4 28th‘and 29th respectively.’
L. 0. Biastrup, of Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Thursday, July 30th.
Diet. RW
DATE MAILED
August 3, 1931 Engineer
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. July 20th, 19 31 FHOM Engineering Department letter no. 3o
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage July 27th, 1931: Ripogenus Elev. 936.00 Storage 20;435 Mil. Cu. Ft*
North Twin M 486,60 ” 9,634 * * *
Ripogenus and North Twin * 30,069 Mil. Cu. Ft.
For the month of July to date, Ripogenus has reported 6.48 inches 







tigs. Two-thirds of the new concrete wall in the ground wood stock* chest is
concreted to-night and the final section will be poured to-morrow, July 
28 th.
A bulkhead was put into the thest under the two tailing thickeners 
in the groundwood basement Sunday, July 26th. This morning, the South 
thickener has been shut down and the mill crew have started excavating for 
the changes that are to be made in this chest.
Four of the six thickeners have been moved from the basement up to 




A small section of concrete base has been poured between the shuttle 
track and the west wall in front of No. 7 and No* 8 paper machines* A 
start has been made on the installation of the ”Blox-on-endrt flooring 




Two hundred and sixty-two (262) sections of boom have been fabricated 





This unit was started up Saturday afternoon July 25th and is now in 
service, developing 1500 K.L. at approximately full gate.
Mr. Downey of the Holyoke Machine Co., left this morning, July 27th.
No* 4 Line of 
Srds. J. 2127
'This line of grinders was put into operation Friday afternoon July 
24th, at about 3*30 P.M* Running very satisfactorily.
Ro. 6 Generator
Dolby - J.2128




The third bull screen is grouted into place and the millwrights are 
now changing the plates. The third bull screen pump is also grouted in 
place and the discharge pipe is all ready to be connected into the header 




The structural steel’is all erected and a start made on the erection 
of the brick walls to-day, June 27th.
The concrete footer for the new conveyor pier has been poured and 
the forms for the pier itself are under construction.
No. 5 Line of
Grds. - Job 
2132
Shut down No* 5 line Saturday, July 25th and at this writing the old 
grinders are removed from the room and the old foundations are being 
demolished.
Diet. RW (Over)





During the past week the new all bronze check valves were installed 
into the water line from the town supply. _____ !U8____ I
Anton Haug called Tuesday, July 21st.
K» G. Macauley, Inspector for Employer’s Liability Assurance 
Corp., visited Wednesday, July 22nd.
V• W. Knight, Jr., of the Timken Roller Bearing Co., called 
Thursday, July 23rd.
Mr. Hatch* of the Foxboro Co., called Friday, July 24th.
Mr. Ordway, Barrett Roof Inspector, called Saturday, July 25tfr.
Messrs. Conklin and Robinson of Factory Insurance Association 
called July 27th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER






























No. 5 Line of
3rds. J. 2132
Miscellaneous
July 20, 1931s Ripogenus Elev. 936.10 Storage 20^546 
North Twin rt 486.35 







For the month of July to date, Ripogenus 













The fourth and last gate is installed and the hoist stands 
being grouted in this morning. Cleaning up around the job.
A bulkhead has been built into the ground wood stock chest
are
at the 
site of the new wall, and a pump set up temporarily is pumping out the 
ground wood stock.
Removed a small section of hardwood floor, between the 
track and the west wall, at the site of the heading machine 
No. 7 and No. 8 paper machines. This section is all graded 
ready for the 4M concrete slab.
at
Two hundred and fifty (250) sections of boom have been 
this writing. Hauling booms to Rice Farm.
shuttle 
in front of 
and tamped
fabricated
Mr. Devney of the Holyoke Machine Co., arrived Wednesday, July 15th 
install the new Holyoke water wheel governor. The governor isto
installed and the water wheel started the generator on its drying out run, 
Sunday night, July 19th.
Motor-generator exciter set all ready to be grouted onto its foun­
dation.
V: or king on switchboard and wiring.
The motor*is all grouted on its foundation 
this afternoon, July 20th. The No. 1 stone has 
water wheel and the No. 2 stone will be already
Erecting the motor protecting
The third bull screen and the
for the millwrights to line up.
Poured the balance of the top
Removing and disposing the temporary pump house
Erecting the structural steel
Cutting into and removing the
new buildings.
Excavating at the site of the
The fire protection changes have been made and are now in service.
The 1500 H.P. motor for this installation was received at the mill 
this morning, July 20th.
Mr. F« T. Dolbeare’called Wednesday, July 15th.
Mr. p. C. Newbegin, ’Chief Engineer of the Bangor a Aroostook Rail­
road Co. called Thursday, July 16th.
and will start drying out 
already been run by the 
to run this afternoon.
partition.
third bull screen pump are all ready
concrete floor
out over the tailrace 
of this building.for the extension 
concrete wall between the old and the
new conveyor pier.
Diet. RW
DATE MAILED July 20, 1931 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. JU]_y 19 31 FROMEngineering Department letter no. 28
SUBJECT DETAIL
X
Water Storage July 13, 1931i Ripogenus Elev. 936.95 Storage 21^490 Mil®
--------  “ 91U6 rt
30,606 M 
412 "
North Twin n 485.85










TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 31,018 Mil Cu. Ft.
For the month of July to date Ripogenus 
raidfall and Millinocket has recorded 3.81 inches.








Floor in the blow-pit room now ready for the thickeners.
The Deutschbein Company are making preparations to go into the Ground 
























"Blox-On-End" flooring has been received at the mill, and a start 
made on this installation tomorrow, July 14th.
Job 
front of No
completed except for installing the heading machine and scale in 
9 and No. 10 paper machines.
Sewer completed Wednesday night, July 8th, and now in operation
Two-hundred and twenty-nine (229) sections of boom have been fabricated 
tnis writing.
None were put in place this week; waiting until enough are made so as 




t The generator has been lined, leveled and grouted on its foundation. 
The floor at the generator level has been concreted; also at the 
waterwheel level.
Electricians working on the switchboard, pulling wires through the 
conduit under the floor, and.installing steel rack in the trusses to 
carry overhead wiring.
Both grinder foundations and the motor foundation are now concreted. 
One grinder is practically assembled on its foundation and a start 
made on the second one.
Two bull screenb put into operation in their final position Wednesday 
afternoon, July 8th, and are running very good.
The bull screen set up in the preliminary positioh has been moved over 
to its final location beside the two now in operation, and the millwrights 
are lining it up into position.
The concrete wall reinforcing the brick wall of the Fire Pump Room has 
been poured and the forms removed.
Diet. RVW (Over)
July 13, 1931 EngineerDATE MAILED
FORM 17
Wood Storage Cutting into foundation wall that has got to be removed between
Ext* - Job the old building and the new extension*
2131(Cont*d.)
Miscellaneous Mr* Wardwell of the Carthage Machine Works visited Thursday,
July 9th*
Mr. A. ?. Lane visited Thursday, July 9th*
Mr. R. V. Weldon visited Madison Mill Saturday, July 11th* 
Messrs. Waterhouse & Woods of Montague Machine Works visited 
Monday, July 13th.
Mr. Ruggles of Ruggles & Klingemann Company visited Monday, July 
13th*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER

































July 6, 1931* Ripogenus Elev. 937.05 Storage 21;602 Mil.
* ARA-AR « 91255 **
30*857 *
412 rt
North Twin * 486.05 “ 
Ripogenus and North Twin * 
Small Reservoirs ”








of rainf allFor the month of June Ripogenus reported 5.54 inches 
and Millinocket recorded 6.04 inches;
For the first five days in July, Ripogenus recorded 1.80 inches of 
rainfall and Millinocket 0.36 inches.
Installing the third steel gate at this writing.
the
Framing new timbers into the blow-pit room floor for the support of 
thickeners that are to be installed there.
Nothing further done on this installation this week.
Installation completed and in service
The 6" tile sewer on Back Street is entirely completed $ also the 8' 
through the By-pass and down to the river is completed. Now excavating 
and laying tile on Main Street.
and six (206) sections of boom have been fabricated 
of which 180 have been towed into place.at
T®o-hundred 
this writing,
work under the floor is completed and the new concreteThe conduit 
floor, including the steps down to the generator floor level, has been 
poured.
The switchboard pipe structure is now being erected.
Started stripping the housing from around the generator to-day, 
July 6th.
Mr. Frank Gilman, diver from the Ripogenus Dam job, is installing 
the racks in front of No. 1 flume. V*ork will be completed to-night, 
July 6th.
First grinder foundation and central stock spout concreted. Building 
forms for the second grinder foundation.
Mill crew repairing wa.er wheel and have started erecting the first 
grinder on its foundation.
Two bull screens erected and grouted into their permanent location 
over the new bull screen pit. Mill crew erecting piping.
Ext. Making preliminary cut into the foundation wall that has got to be 
removed between the old building and the new extension.
Forms for reinforcing the brick walls of the Fire pump Room are all 
built and ready for the concrete.





DATE MAILED July 6, 1931
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Mr. Passmore of the Walworth Co. called Tuesday, June 30th.
Mr. Haskell of the General Elbctric Co. and Mr. Claflin of the 
C. A. Claflin Co. visited Thursday, June 2nd.
Mr. G. I. Salle visited the Deutschbein Jobs at Millinocket 
and East Millinocket on Wednesday, Julylst.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 a. m. June 22nd, 19 31 from Eagineering Department LETTER NO- 26
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage June 29th Reports
June 27th Reports
Ripogenus Elev. 937.07 Storage 21;625 Mil.




North Twin * 486.55





















Dolby - J. 212]
Ripogenus has 
of June to date,
reported a total of 5.44" of rainfall for the month 
and Millinocket has recorded 5.79 inches.
The mill crew have painted the steel sluice and this job is now 
completed.
Two gates completely installed with their hoists and a start made on 
the third one.
Placing new timbers in blow-pit room floor for the support of the 
new thickeners that are to be installed there.
Concreted south pit in the screen room basement for the installation 
of the new vertical ground wood pumps.
Pit in front of #9 and #10 paper machines is now ready for the 
installation of the scale and heading machine.
The marble partitions and doors have been installed and the painters 
are now completing the work.
The 6" sewer tile will be entirely laid on Back Street by to-night, 
June 29th, and most of the trench backfilled.
The 8" line thru the By-pass has been installed ahd backfilled.
A start will be made on the Main Street to-morrow, June 30th.
at
is
One-hundred eighty seven (187) sections of boom have been fabricated 
this writing, of which 156 have been towed into place.
Miner Brook and Island Coves are boomed off and the divisional boom 




f - Job 
2123
The generator has been moved into the room but it is still on its 
skids.
The foundation for the new motor generator exciter set has been con­
creted and the forms removed.
The conduit work under the floor for the switchboard extension is 
practically completed and this portion of the floor will be poured about 
the middle of the week.
Crane steel all erected.
No. 4 Line of
Grinders - Job 
2127
The first grinder foundation has been poured and is being backfilled 
to-day.
Excavating for the center stock canal and the second grinder founded 
tion.
The mill crew is repairing the water wheel.
Diet. RVW (Over)












Two bull screens have been lowered onto their foundations over 
the new pit and the millwrights aue now lining and leveling same.
The first bull screen pump has been installed in its permanent 
position in the pump pit*
The 20” cast iron pipe under the railroad tracks and under the 
screen room basement has been installed.
Forms have been removed from the foundation walls and they are 
now being backfilled.
The concrete floor in the bottom has been poured also.
Vork all completed and shipping out equipment.
Hr. V-. Willard of the Link-Belt Co. called Wednesday, June’24th.
Mr. F. C. Bowlfer visited Ripogenus Dam Thursday; June 25th, 
Canada Falls Friday, June 26th; and Madison Saturday, June 27th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. _ __ _ 19 FROM . . LETTER NO. —-ejTJune 15, 1931 Engineering Department =84=
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage June 22nd Report* Ripogenus Elev. 937.24 Storage 21;819 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin « 486.00 rt 91220 H * *
Ripogenus & North Twin ” 31; 039 " * *
June 20th Report* Small Reservoirs M 1.094 ” ” rt
Total Available Storage 32,133 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Heavy precipitation continued during the past week and Ripogenus 
reports a total of 4.98 inches for the month of June to date. 
Millinocket has recorded 5.78 inches.
Completion of 
Sluice - J 1224
All concrete and steel work and grading now completed. 
Ready for mill crew to start painting.
Steel Gates at
Quakish J 1228




Preliminary work such as piping and shafting is being carried along.
Heading Mchs. 
Job 1232
Pouring concrete foundation for heading machine and scale in 






About 1000 lineal feet of trench has been opened up and one manholb 
completed. Waiting for tile which was shipped out of Portland Saturday, 
June 20th.
Bathurst Booms
Dolby - J 2121
One-hundred sixty two sections of boom have been fabricated at 




Old grinder foundations have been removed and the new concrete 
foundation for the generator has been poured. Starting to move the 
generator into the room.to-day.
Electricians working on conduit installation.
Erecting structural steel for extension of crane trolley.
No. 4 Line of 
Grds. Job 2127
Shut down No. 4 line of grinders Thursday morning, June 18th.
The grinders have been removed and their old concrete foundation® 
are now being demolished and removed.
Bull Screens 
Job 2130
Underpinning of building walls now completed.
Downstream wall of new bull screen pit concreted and the 28" 




The foundation walls for the extension of the wood storage building 
have been concreted and the forms are now being removed.
Ripogenus Dam
Job 409
Gunite work now completed. Repairing steel gates. Preparing to 
pressure grout behind the plates of No. 1 gateway.
Diet. RW (Over)
DATE MAILED
June 22nd, 1931* \Engineer
FORM IT
Miscellaneous Mr. G. V. Salle visited Deutschbein work at Millinocket 
and East Millinocket on Wednesday; June 17th.
Mr. Em. Hilton balled Monday, Juhe 2;>nd.
Mr. J. S. White, Morse Chain Co., called June 18th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
SUBJECT DETAIL
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.
June 8e 19 __ FROM _ , . . LETTER NO. o.31 Engineering Department 24
Storage
Completion of







June 15th Report: Ripogenus Elev. 936.85 Storage 21;378 
North Twin ” 483.50 ” 71510
Ripogenus and North Twin ”















A rainfall above normal in May, followed by 2.89** at’ Ripogenus 
and 4.54” at Millinocket during the first 12 days of June,has materially 
improved the storage situation. a •• . / Ad
vJ.,r t
— ---- «- ----- Concrete completed except for two
Grading practically 
mill crew will
Steel work is all completed, 
old anchor piers which are now being repaired, 









Dolby - Job 
2121
No. 3 line 
Grinders 
Job 2122
No. 5 Generator 
at Dolby - 
Job 2123
Two gates are at the dam. One of these is 
hoist assembled. Building forms for concrete piers to support
Machine for Nos. 7 and 8 are installed. Shuttle track all installed 
No. 7 to No. 10 machines. Excavation completed for heading machine 
scale in front of No. 9 paper nachine. .
Marble for enclosures arrived Saturday, June 13th.
for 
and
One-hundred forty-two sections of boofo have been made up, of 
sections have been hauled to Rice Farm, of which 48 have been 






completed. This line has been grinding pulp
and 75$ of excavation completed. Two roof 
concrete pier poured under ne column. Building 
Pressure pump installed and discharge 
Suction being piped to-day.
I’d. Storage Blig.
Job 2131







Old grinders removed 
columns spliced out. New
forms for second column pier 
connected.
Excavation 80$ completed. Pouring last section of underpinning 
building wall to-day.
Footing for new well poured June 10.
Forms for new foundation wall 75$ completed.
This generator arrived June 13th and is unloaded from cars to-night.
Miscellaneous
DATE MAILED




Gunite in gateways finished
Cement gun operator leaving the job Thursday,
Going in No. 1 gateway 
New steel gate is
dam.
removed from No. 3 gateway 
pressure grouting behind plates, 
and is being riveted.
L. A. Fishor of Glens Falls Machine Co. called 








June 15, 1931 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. JUH6 1931 19 from Engineering Department letter no. 23
SUBJECT DETAIL
Later Storage June 8th Report 3 Ripogenus Elev. 937.33 Storage 21;921 Mil. 
North Twin " 478.05 n










May 30th Report 8 Small Reservoirs tt 2^558 H ft tt
TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 28, 342 Mil. Cu. Ft.
good rains have been experienced so far this month, netting
Ripogenus a total of 1.45 inches and Millinocket 1.81 inches.
Two
Completion of
Sluice - Job 
1224
The concrete piers supporting the sluice are now completed. Build 
ing forms for the concrete walls of the pond immediately below the out­
let of the drum barkers. One section already to be concreted.
Steel Gates
Quakish - Job 
1228
Moved one of the gates across the canal preparatory to moving it 
gate house.




















”,ood Block Ho. 
Ext. Job 2131
About 20 feet of track has 
paper machine room. Excavating 
this room, and also the pit for
Awaiting arrival of marble
been installed in No. 9 and No. 10 
trench for the balance of the track in 
the scale and heading machine.
work.
There are 136 lengths of boom made up and 76 of them hauled up to 
the Rice Farm at this writing.
Forty eight of them have been towed over on to the Lest shore 
preparatory to booming off the coves.
Expect to start grinding wood to-night or to-morrow morning, June 9t i.
Started work on this job Wednesday, June 3rd. The grinders have 
this writing and the old grinder foundations are 
removed.
all been removed at 
being broken up and
screen was put into operation in its temporary 
position about 7/15 P.M. Friday, June 5th. Demolishing and removing 
old bull screen.




Dam - Job 409
Miscellaneous
Shooting gunite on walls and roof of gate opening No. 4.
Preparing to install new steel gate into No. 3 gateway and repairing 
th© other gates.
Mr. • 0. McKay visited Tuesday and Wednesday, June 2nd and June 3rd 
respectively.
Messrs. Ordway and Hackett of the Barrett Company called Tuesday, 
June 2nd.
Mr. F. T. Dolbeare called Thursday, June 4th.
Mr. Charles Cobb called Thursday, June 4th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler visited Ripogenus Dam Sunday, June 7th.
Diet. RVW . (Over)
 Engineer




Mr. Richardson of the Gehoral Electric Cbmpany and Mr. 
Pike of the Falk Coupling Co., visited Monday, Jun® Sth.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. May 25, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 22
DETAILSUBJECT
Water Storage June 1st Report: Ripogenus Elev. 937.12 Storage 21;682 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin * 476.50 “ 21855 ” ” "
Ripogenus and North Twin * 24;537 rt rt
May 30th Report: Small Reservoirs 3.588 rt rt rt















Dolby - J. 2121





iood Block Houss 
Ext. - J. 2131
Repairs to Rip- 
Dam - Job 409
Miscellaneous
Total rainfall for month of May at Ripogenus was reported as being 
3.81 inches and at Millinocket 3.88 inches was recorded.
Work completed and job closed.
The erection of the steel sluiceway itself is complet’ed and Mr. 
P. Chaisson of the Portland Co., left the job this morning, June 1st.
There are 11 more piers to be topped out with concrete. Also some 
concrete work at the pond immediately below the outlet of the drum 
barkers.
Hauling the gates up to Qua kish Dam.
The heading machine and scale is in operation in front of $7 & $8 
paper machines. Started excavating to-day for the extension of the 
track into $9 and $10 paper machine room.
Waiting for arrival of marble work.
There are 123 lengths of boom made up and 38 of them (4 P.M.) 
hauled up to the Rice Farm and placed in the water.
Grinders and motor all installed and grouted in place.
The motor is now being dried out and will probably be ready for 
service the latter part of this week.
Installing the first bull screen in its temporary position in the 
pump pit. ill be ready for service the latter part of this week.
Cutting holes in concrete wall for new pipe system.
Excavating at site of extension.
No. 2 and No. 3 gateways and the log sluiceway have been gunited. 
Chipping out concrete preparing gate opening No. 4 for gunite. Also 
chipping out poor concrete from the face of the dam so as to patch with 
gunite.
Mr. 0. A. Harkness of the Spruce Wood Department, called Monday 
May 25th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Madison Tuesday, May 26th and returned 
V ednesday, May 27th.
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Dolby - Job 
2121




















North Twin ” 475.65















A rainfall of 1.61" was recorded at Millinocket over the week-end 
Ripogenus reported receiving 1.40". Total rainfall for month of 
to-date at Millinocket is 3.28" and at Ripogenus is 3.00".
The booms are now entirely strung but’those in 
Cover are not in their permanent positions, because
About 400 lineal feet of sluice is now erected 
riveted.
Excavation work is now practically completed, 
part of piers are now being built.






steel gates have been
Italian Cove and North 
of wood conditions.
on blocks and being
Forms for the top
pier in the pond at the outlet of
received at the mill.
with thib job has been received andrefiner in connection
It was started up this morning. May 25th
Started to assemble the scale and heading machine in the new con­
crete pit in front of #7 and #8 paper machines.
Plumbing changes completed. Waiting for marble work.
There are 117 lengths of boom all made up at this time. Making 
preparations to start hauling to Dolby Pond.
Foundation work completed, and assembling the grinders 
Motor is sitting on its foundation.




Excavating in pump pit at the site where the first bull screen will 
set up in its temporary position.
Underpinning foundation walls at this point.
Cutting holes in concrete walls for new pipe systems.




Rip- Repairs to No. 2 gateway and log sluiceway are completed. 
Shooting gunite on the walls and roof of No. 3 gateway.
Installed stop logs in No. 4 gateway and started removing cast iron 
plates from same.
Diet. RVW (Over)
5I°NEDDATE MAILED May 25, 1931
FORM tT
e r
^miscellaneous Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co., called Tuesday, May 19th.
i
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
1931 from Engineering Department LETTER no. 20
DETAILSUBJECT
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. ... , ,May 11,
Water Storage May 18, Report: Ripogenus Elev. 934.38 Storage 18; 699 Mil • Cu. Ft
North Twin M 475.75 21370 »♦ rt rt
Ripogenus & North Twin rt 21, 069 rt rt rt
May 16th Small Reservoirs . “ 6.281 rt rt rt










Rainfall for month of Hay to date at Ripogenus is reported as 
being 1.40 inches and Millinocket has recorded 1.28 inches.
The booms are now completely made and in the water. A total of 
156 lengths were mad’e.
At this writing, Barney Kelley Cove, South Cove, and Ward’s Cove 
are all boomed off.
The steam’shovel completed the trench for the new steel sluice et 
11 A.M* Friday, May 15th.
About 275 lineal feet of Sluice is erected on blocks and is now 
being riveted. Excavation and formwork for the remaining piers is 










Dolby - Job 
2121








Vork completed and both machines in satisfactory operation.
Stripping the forms to-day, May 18th, from the scale and heading 
machine pit in front of $7 and $8 machines.
The necessary changes in plumbing have been made and are now 
awaiting arrival of marble work.
There are 104 lengths of boom all made up at this time, but none 
are hauled up to Dolby as yet.
Both grinder foundations and the motor foundations are all poured. 
A start has been made on the erection bne of the grinders and the 
motor is being moved into the building to-oay, May 18th.
The water conveyor is erected and in service over lines 1, 2,
3 and 4.
All three bull screens are now at East Millinocket.
The new bull screen pump has been put into service in its temporary 
position over the tailrace. The old pump has been removed and excavation 
at the site where the first rotary bull screen will be set up temporar­
ily, is being rushed.
e Driving sheeting and excavating for the building extension. 









The gunite in No. 2 gateway is completed.
No. 3 gateway is being prepared for the gunite while the 
bad places in the log sluiceway are being patched with gunite.
Mr. F. T. Dolbeare visited from the 13th to 15th.
Mr. Hart of Wallace & Tiermann visited Friday, May 15th.
Started working on Daylight Saving Time on Sunday, May 17th.
!
I
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Ma y 4, 19 31 from Engineering Department letter no. 19
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage May 11th Report:
May 9th Report:
Ripogenus Elev. 931.18 Storage 15^425 
North Twin " 476.95 0 3j147 














TOTAL AVAILABLE STORAGE 26, 181 Mil Cu. Ft.
month of May to date at Ripogenus is reported as 
and Millinocket has recorded 0.57 inches. Snowing
Rainfall for 
being 0.55 inches 




One hundred and thirty four (134) booms have been made and put in 
the water along the canal banks at the head of Fei’guson. The crew has 
now shifted over to Lard’s Cove and have got three (3) booms made there 
at this writing. About three or four more days will complete the actual 
building of the booms.
Completion of
Sluice - Job 
1224
The steam shovel has completed about 80 percent of the excavation 
for the new steel sluice.
Mr. P. Chaisson of the Portland Co. arrived Tuesday, May Sth. The 
sluice is all unloaded and distributed and about 200 lineal feet of 
it is set up on blocks in its approximate position.
Suet. 2nd Press




Rembving the old standard 2nd press from No. 10 paper machine to-day, 
May 11th, and making changes in felt stretch arrangements*
Excavation for the scale and heading machine pit in front of $7 






Dolby - Job 
2121
No. 3 Line of 
Grinders - Job 
2122
A start has been made on the
There are 88 lengths of boom 
are hauled up to Dolby as yet.
Both grinder foundations and 
concreted and the forms removed.
Installing switchgear in the
necessary plumbing changes.
all made up at this time, but none









Conveyor is being erected over the No. 3 and No. 4 grinder lines.










pump is being piped up in its temporary location over 
Built forms for new stock spout to bull screens.
Driving sheeting and excavating for the building extension.
No. 2 gateway is practically all gunited and No 
prepared for the placing of the reinforcing mesh.
Making repairs to the concrete walls of the log sluice.
3 gateway is
Diet. RVW (Over)
EngineerDATE MAILED May 11, 1931
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Mr;R. G. Stebbins of the Frank Irving Cooper Corp., visited
Tuesday, May 5th.
Messrs. F. C. Bowler and G. V. Selle visited the Ripogenus Dam 
work on Saturday, May 9th.
Mr. G. V. Salle visitihg Deutschbein jobs at Millinocket 
and East Millinocket to-day, May 11th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Ripogenus Dam Tuesday April 28th 
and returned Wednesday April 29th.
Mr. E. F. Jones of the Spruce wood Department, Called 
Wednesday, April 29th.
Mr. R. V. weldon left for Ripogenus Dam Saturday, May 2nd 
and returned Sunday May 3rd.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. April 20, 1931 from Engineering Department letter no. 17
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage April 27th Report* Ripogenus Elev. 926.50 Storage 11; 083 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin 0 479.10 ” 4; 556 0 0 M
Ripogenus and North Twin 0 15,639 0 II
April 25th Report 1 Reservoirs above Ripogenus 6, 559 0 0 II
TOTAL STORAGE 22,198 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Ripogenus reported a rainfall for Sunday, April 26th, of 0.61“ 





Sluice - Job 
1224
At this writing (11 A.M.) there are 84 lengths all made up, chained 
together, and floating in the water along the canal banks.
A steam shovel (borrowed from the Spruce Wood Department) is at 
work digging out a good wide trench for the new sluice to set in.
Excavating for the concrete footings for the piers.
Suction 2nd Press
#9 & #10 Mchs. 
Job 1225
No. 9 suction 2nd press was installed last Monday, April 20th, and
was completed about 5»45 P.H. Started up 
No. 10 paper machine was not started 
press is being installed.
and is running very satisfactory 
up this morning and the 2nd
wrapper Stock 
Chgs. J. 1230 
Heading Mchs.
Job 1232
Nothing further done this week.
One fifty foot length of shuttle car track has been installed and 
a trench has been excavated and the bottom concreted for the next fifty 




No. 3 Line of 
Grds. J. 2122
There are 63 lengths of boom all made up at this time, but none 
hauled up to Dolby as yet.
The switchgear material wa’s reported by Mr. Hooper as leaving North­
ern Maine Junction this morning, April 27th.
2nd Circuit Do'.by 
to E.M. Trans. 
Line - J.2126
The outdoor wiring of this new circuit is completed.
Bull Screens 
Job 1230
stock spout, and about one-Concreted the north wall of the future 
half of the floor at elevation 288.
Cutting the concrete batter wall so as 
the pumps are to be installed.
The first bull screen pump was received at the mill Saturday, 
April 25th, and has been landed on the temporary pl tform over the tail 
race.
to plumb up the side where
Wood Block Hous 
Ext. - J. 2131




The balance of the cast iron plates have been removed from #2 gateway 
the trimming of the concrete surfaces is practically completed. Aand





Starting work on No. 4 gateway this morning until the diverRepairs to Ripogenus
Dam - Continued arrives to enable the stop log gate in #3 gateway to be shut down 
tight.
Scraping and painting steel gates.
Miscellaneous Messrs. Frank white, Barry and Coppens of Madawaska, visited 
Friday April 24th.
Mr. P. C. Newbegin, Chief Engi
visited Saturday, April 25th.
near of B. & A. R. R» Go
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. . . , „
April 13.
SUBJECT
19 _ FROM , , LETTER NO. __31 Engineering Department 16
DETAIL
Vi a ter Storage April 20th deports Ripogenus Kiev. 921.40 Storage 6; 731 Mil,• Cu. Ft<
North Twin * 479.40 4. 754 « *♦ rt
Ripogenus and North Twin H 11; 485 «« tt rt
April 18th deports Reservoirs above Ripogenus « rt




On April 15th, th® Spruce wood Department reported an average of 
10«-l/2rt of snow on the ground in the North Country with an average water 
content of 4*3 inches. There will be no further reports on snow as it 
is now more or lees in patches and very herd to measure with an accuracy.
At this writing (11 A.P.) there are 50 lengths all made up, chained 
together, and floating in the water along the canal banks.
Suction 2nd Press
9 & 10 Mchs. in
Job 1225
No. 9 paper machine was not started up at 8 o’clock this morning, 




The H* J. Deutschbein Co. started demolishing the old wooden sluice 
this morning, April 20th.
Hauling gravel for the concrete piers.





Excavated for the two pump pits.
Forty-five lengths of boom have been assembled at this writing, but 
none have been hauled to Dolby as yet.
Ho. 5 Generator 
at Dolby
Job 2123
Generator received at Dolby Friday, .pril 17th.
Suet. 2nd Presa 
£1 & #3 Lohs.
Job 2124
The suction 2nd press for ,1 paper machine was installed Thursday, 
April 16th. This completes the Job except for the removal of a quarter 




The wires for the new circuit are completely strung and tied onto 
the insulators. Drilling holes in the Dolby Station 
of these 3 new wires.
wall for the entrance
Bull Screens
Job 2130
Concrete footer for the big pier wall under the screens has been 
poured and the forms for the balance of it are being built. Underpinned 
section of outside wall.
practically ellof the floor steel is erected and a start on the forms 
have been made.
Started cutting the concrete batter wall so as to plumb up the side 
wall where the pumps are to be installed.






Ood Block House 
Extension - J 2131
Repairs to Rip- 
ogenuB D a in-J 409
Miscellaneous
Excavating for building foundations whenever the laborers 
are ’’slack” on the bull screen job*
No* 2 and No* 3 gates have been stopped’ ofi with timber stop 
gates, and a start on the cutting of the concrete was made in No* 2 
gateway on Friday, April 17th*
Shipping gravel frofa Dillinocket* The third and last car 
will be shipped to-night, April 20th*
Repaired six gates and the fishway at North Twin Dam during 
the week.
Mr. S* Isaacson called Thursday, April 16th.
Mi*. R. G. Stebbins of the Frank Irving Cooper Corp., visited 
Friday, April 17th*
Messrs. Conklin and Rbbinson of the Factory Insurance 
Association visited Monday, April 20th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER









Suet. 2nd Pres 








Ripogenus Elev. 896.90 Storage 
North Twin M 476.30


















of snow on the ground in the
4,195. Mil. Cu.
North Country on
April 9th was 19-5/8" with an average water content of 6.42 inches
Ft.
No. 8 paper machine was not started up at 8 o’clock this morning, 
and the changes and relocations of the No. 7 and No. 8 Nash pumps were 
made. The machine was started up at 4*45 o’clock.
P.M.
Assembling of booms have been started on the canal banks at the 
lengths all 
the canal
head of*Ferguson Pond. At this writing there are nineteen 
made up, chained together, and floating in the water along 
banks.
36 Si The hard pine bases for 
are grouted in place and the 
on them.
Part shipment of Beloit 
April 11th.
their motorsthe new Nash Vacuum pumps and 
pumps and motors are now being mounted
roll equipment received at mill Saturday,




Thirty-five lengths of boom have been assembled at this writing.
Suction 2nd Press
#1 & #3 Fchs. i
Job 2124
and
Suction 2nd press for #3 machine is in satisfactory operation, 




















installed temporary wooden sluice to 
screen, and demolished old concrete stock
Driving wood sheeting and excavating
Excavating for building foundations
take stock to present bull 
spout.
for screen foundations.
Trucking in supplies and equipment from Greenville.
Building stop log gates, in order to seal off gateways while 
repairing same.
Installing air lines preparatory to chipping out old concrete
Diet. RW (Over)
■ ■ s. .
April 13, 1931
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Mr. K. G. Macaulay of the Employer’s Liability 
Assurance Corp., visited Monday, April 6th.
Messrs. H. J. Deutschbein and G. V. Salle, visited 
Tuesday, April 7th.
Mr. Snow of the Bernitz Furnace Appliense Corp., 
called Thursday, April 9th.
Mr. Goodhue of the Herman Nelson Corp., called Friday, 
April 10th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. 19 FROM £ngineering Departfaent LETTE* ^O.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage April 6th Reports Ripogenus Elev. 894.90 Storage 0,000







Ripogenus and North Twin ** 1,666 rt rt H
April 5th Reports Chesuncook Elev. 913.67 H 0. 000 H rt rt
Total Available Storage Cu. Ft.
Average depth of snow on the ground in the North Country on 
was 22-3/4” with an average water content of 6.60".
During the past week we have hud several rain storms which have 
netted Millinocket 1.81rt and Ripogenus’1.57”.
At 8 A.M. this morning, April 6th, the Millinocket grinder room 
went back onto its normal five line operation.
April 1st
Relocate Nash
Pumps - $8 P.M.
Job 1210
was
The 75 H.P. motor for this job was shipped March 28th and the 125 H.P. 




No work done on this job during the past week.
Started hauling timbers to Ferguson Pond this morning, April 6th.
Suction 2nd Pr 
$9 & $10 Hchs.
Job 1225
ssses The hard pine bases for the new Nash Vacuum pumps and their motors 
are grouted in place.




Fifty percent of the blocks dipped in wood 
Thirteen booms all assembled.
preservative at this time
Suet. 2nd Presses 
$1 & $3 Mchs.
gob 2124
The suction 2nd press was installed on No.
April 4th. Started up at 6 P.K. and is running
3 paper machine Saturday, 
very satisfactory.
2nd Circuit-DoLby Started erection of the 2nd circuit on the 












The old concrete floor over the bull screen, (at elevation 286.00), 
steel floor beams and columnshas been completely demolished and the old 
partly removed.
A start has been made on the erection 
steel and the steel for the temporary pump
of the new structural floor 
platform over the tailrace.
A carload of construction equipment was shipped out of Millinocket 






This car is now being unloaded at Greenville 
material haultd into the dam.
Prouty left for Ripogenus Saturday, April 4th.
G. V. Salle visited Tuesday, March 31st.
Richards of Williams and Wilson visited Tuesday, March 31st.
(Over)




Mt. Hoyt of the wolverine Heating & Ventilating Co., visited 
Friday, April 3rd.
Messrs. J. M. Lade Dr. Sholts of the General Electric Co. 
visited Millinocket, April 6th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER

















Ripogenus Elev. 890.55 Storage 0;000 Mil.
North Twin " 475.40 " 2.146 «












Cu. Ft.2, 146 Mil.
snow and rainfall amounting 
and Millinocket recorded 1.08".
this morning. March 30th, one line of grinders (10 stones) 
Now running 4 lines of grinders and taking in about 
tons daily from the pile.
Sunday, March 




Total available Storage 
29th, Ripogenus reported a
No.
All preliminary work now performed.
The motors for this installation, erroneously reported in 
12 as having been received, are not yet received.
No work done on this installation the past week. Waiting 
roads to dry up before hauling the balance of the lumber up to 
Pond.
Suet. 2nd presses 








preliminary work, such as motor and pump bases,’has been started. 
The two No. 8 Nash Pumps were received Wednesday, March 25th.
Thirteen booms have been assembled at this writing.
The suction 2hd press roll equipment for these two machines was 
received Wednesday, March 25th. All of the preliminary work on #3 
machine has been performed and the installation on this machine can be 
completed next Sunday.
'The bulkhead in the end of the Hood Storage Tank, to hold back the 
wood, has been installed. Erected wooden chute between the wood storage 
tank’and the tank along the downstream wall of the grinder room, supplying 
wood to the grinders.
Demolishing and removing the old concrete floor over the bull screen, 
at elevation 286.00.
Fi C. Bowler left for Boston Tuesday night March 24th and returned 
Friday, March 27th.
E*. W. Prouty left for Ripogenus Wednesday, March 25th, and returned 
Friday, March 27th.
Mr. Coppage of the Barrett Co., called Wednesday, March 25th.
Diet. RVW
SIGNEDDATE MAILED
March 30, 1931 Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. ^5arch 1^31 from Engineering Department LETTER no- 12
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage March 23rd Report* Ripogenus Elev. 890.85 Storage
North Twin rt 477.45 rt
March 22nd Report:





o; ooo Mil. C u. Ft.
3,472 it rt rt
3; 472 H rt rt
0.000 w H rt
3, 472 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Relocate Nash













20th, Ripogenus reported 31" 
equivalent to 8.61” of water. At Millinocket, 
on the ground equivalent to 7" of water.
Friday, March of snow on the ground 
there was 22" of snow
*1
Made change in No. 2 Constant Speed Line so as to transfer the 
drive of the 6“ Worthington white water pump onto it.
The motors for the pumps have been received.
Practically all of the four-foot blocks have been treated with 
Protexol siood preservative.
One boom has been assembled. The timber is now being hauled up 
to Ferguson Pond.
Cutting, drilling and assembling booms into their 40 foot lengths
The Hi J. Deutschbein Co. started on this installation to-day, 
March 23rd, with Charles Eklund as local Superintendent and P. P. 
Barbey as local Clerk.
Mr. Parker of the R. & J. Dick Co.,called Thursday, March 19th. 
Messrfe Fonda & Diramick of the SKF Bearing Co., visited Thursday 
and Friday, March 19th and 20th Respectively.
Mr. C. Kimball of the Employer’s Liability Assurance Corp., 





GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. .. , _ 19 FMarch 9, 31 ROM . , . LETTER NO.Engineering Department 11
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage March 16th Reports Ripogenus Elev. 891.87 Storage 0;000 *dl. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 479.65 * 4.919 ” ” *
Ripogenus & North Twin “ 4,919 Mil. Cu. Ft.
March 15th Reports Chesuncook Elev. 911.81 * 000 « *» «
Total Storage available 4,919 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Friday, March 13th, Ripogenus reported 36” of snow on the ground 
equivalent to 8.52” of water. At Millinocket, there was 30” of snow 
on the ground equivalent to 7.25” of water.
Relocate Nash
Pumps - No. 8
Meh - Job 1210
The sewers have been relocated in their new positions, and the 
bases for the pumps and the motors in the new positions, have been made 




Oregon fir all received and unloaded. The 14” x 14” blocks have beei 
cut into the 2 Ft. and 4 Ft. lengths, and the large hole for the boom 
chains in the four-foot blocks, will be all drilled by to-night. Treat­




All partition walls have been plastered and painted. This 









Receivers all installed on the paper machine engines, and covered 
with insulation. Installation now completed and the job closed.
Miscellaneous Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Tuesday, 
March 10th.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Augusta and Madison Tuesday, March 10th, 
and returned Friday, March 13th.
Mr. V-. 0. McKay visited Millinocket and East Millinocket on 
Wednesday and Thursday, March 11th and 12th respectively.
Diet. RVW
SIGNED H /T) pl J
DATE MAILED March 16, 1931 xl xz/fT : ? Engineer.
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Ma TCh 2nd i$l from Engineering Department letter no. 10
SUBJECT DETAIL
»ater Storage March 9th Report* Ripogenus Elev. 892.50







Ripogenus and North Twin Storage 6,189 rtHH
March 6th Report* Chesuncook Elev. 912.53 * 0. QQO rt
Total Storage Available 6,189 Mil. Cu. Ft.
with
snow
of snbw on the ground
a water content of 7.02 inches. At Millinocket, there was 19" of 
on the ground with a water content of 5.95 inches.
Friday, March 6th, Ripogenus reported 33”
H W
Chemi-pulp
Job 1198 Bath accumulators in service.
Relocate Nash




Making necessary changes in the sewers and building timber bases 
the pumps and their new motors in the new positions.
G.W. Stock Lin^ 
to Wet Mchs.
Job 1226




cars of Oregon Fir will probably be completed by 
to-morrow night, March'10th. Cutting the 14" x 14" timbers into the 




The hy-rib partition walls around the compressor room have been 
plastered and are now ready to be painted.










Oregon Fir will be entirely unloaded by to-night and three lengths 
booms have been assembled, at this writing.
The fourth and last steam receiver was installed on No. 4 engine 
Sunday, March 8th.
With the exception of a little pipe covering, this job is completed.
Messrs Conklin of the Factory Insurance Association and E. G. 
Perkins of the Automatic Sprinkler Corp, of America visited Wednesday, 
March 4th.
Mr. P. A. Collins of the Warren Pump Co. visited Wednesday, March 4th. 
Messrs. E. G. Perkinb and Wilson of the Automatic Sprinkler Corp, 







GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 A. M. February 23, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department letter no. $
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage March 2nd Report: Ripogenus Elev. 895.00
North Twin " 483.10




















Total Storage .Available 7,238 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Checuncook zero’ elevation, (on the old storage figures that we 
in our’records), is at 913.00.
Friday, February 27th, Ripogenus reported 32” of snow on the ground 
a water content of 6.76 inches. At Millinocket, there was 22” of 
on the ground with a water content of 4.80 inches.
Chemi-pulp 
Job 1198
The No. 2 accumulator is being put into service to-day, March 2nd.
The inside of the accumulator building and the outside of the 
accumulator tanks are being painted.
G.W. Stock Line 
to Wet Mchs.
Job 1226
Ten out of the twelve wet machines have 
writing.new pipe headers, at this




Four carloads of the 
by to-night three of them 
have been received yet.
8” x 
will
8” Oregon Fir 
be unloaded.
lumber has been received, and 




Ten carloads of the 10" x 
at East Millinocket and is being unloaded.




The third steam separator was installed on No. 3 paper machine
Sunday, March 1st. This leaves only the one to be erected on No. 4 
paper machine.
Mi seellaneous Mr. A. B. Libbey of the Waterville Iron Works, visited Tuesday, 
Feb. 24th.
Messrs. G. Ordway and Martin of the Barrett Co. called Tuesday, 
5 eb. 24th•
Mr. Charleb Eklund, local Supt. of the H. J. Deutschbein Co., 
called Thursday, Feb.* 26th.
Mfr. P. P. Barbey, local Clerk of H. J. Deutschbein Co., called 
Monday, March 2nd.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED March 2n, 1931 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. February 16, 19 31 FROM Engineering Department letter no. g
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage
of snow on the ground with a water content of 6.19 inches.
Feb. 23d Report* Ripogenus Elev. 903.10 Storage ’ 136 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin 0 484.20 rt 7. 986 It w rt
Ripogenus and North Twin H 8,122 »» «. t.
Feb. 22nd 0 Chesuncook Elev. 13.62 H 322 ♦» rt
Total Storage Available • • • • 8,444 >.xl. Cu. Ft.
Friday, February 21st, Ripogenus reported 31 ” of snow on the ground
with a water content of 6.68 inches. At Millinocket there was 25
Chemi-pulp 
Job 1198









The lining of the No. 2 accumulator is completed and all the 
stagings removed. The tank is how being dried out and will probably 
be put into service next Monday, March 2nd.
The pipe coverers from P. 8. Thorsen Co., have completed their 
work and left Millinocket Saturday, February 21st.
The pipe header under the wet machines is practically all erected.
Holes have been made thru the floor for the pipe connections up 
to the vats of the wet machines.
The steam separator was installed on No. 2 engine Sunday, Feb. 22nd. 
If possible, the final two will be installed next Sunday.
Mr. Handley reports that th*e six Tolhurst Centrifugals were 
received at Madison this morning, February 23rd.
He also reports that most of the structural steel and formwork 
is completed.
Miscellaneouc Mr. G. V. Salle visited Tuesday, Feb. 17th. *
Mr. L. O’. Bidstrup of the Ingersoll-Rand Co., visited Tuesday 
and Wednesday, Feb. 17th and 18th‘respectively.
Mr. Stephen Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales, visited Wednesday, 
Feb. 18th.
Mr. Maloney of the U. S. Gypsum Co., called Wednesday, Feb. 18t£. 
Mr. Harris left for Ripogenus and Chesuncook Wednesday Feb. 18th 
and returned Friday, Feb. 20th.
Mr.’R. W. E. Leach of the American Engineering Co., visited 
Thursday, Feb. 19th.
Diet. RT




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
SUBJECT
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. _ , _
ft Cue V*
19 FROM „ . . _ . . LETTER NO. _31 Engineering Department 7
DETAIL
Water Storage Feb. 16th Reports Ripogenus Elev. 912.00 Storage 533 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 484.60 ” 8,258 ” ” ”
Ripogenus and North Twin Storage 8,791 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage
Friday, February 13th, Ripogenus reported 30” of snow on the 
ground with a water content of 6.36 inches. At Millinocket there is 
25” of snow on the ground with a water content of about 5.99 inches.
Chemi-pulp
Job 1198
The lining of the No. 2 accumulator is up into the top cone, 
and should be completed ready for service the latter part of this 
week.
The pipe coverers from P. S. Thorsen Co. are making good progress 
complete their work by Saturday, February 21st.and should





20$ of this pipe line has been erected and the connection 











and the one on
the four paper machine engines have 





A. R. Caspar visited Tuesday and Wednesday, February 10th and
Peck of Trimbey Machine Works visited Tuesday,* Feb. 10th.
C. J. Christianson of the Fibre Making Process, Inc., visited 
Friday, Feb. 13th.
Mi*. J. E. > aterhouse of the Montague Machine Company visited 
Monday, February 16th to inspect broken grinder cylinders at Lower Mill.
Diet. RVW
SIGNED
DATE MAILED February 16, 1931
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. February 2nd, 1931 FROM Engineering Department letjerno. g
SUBJECT DETAIL
iiater Storage February 9th Report: Ripogenus Elev. 917.60 Storage 3,733 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 484.75 * 8,360 " *
Ripogenus and North Twin * 12,093 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage
Friday, February 6th, Ripogenus reported 30" of snow on the ground 
with a water content of 6.13 inches. At Millinocket there is 24" of 
snow on the ground with a water content of 5.10 inches.
Ohemi-pulp 
Job 1198
No. 1 accumulator is in service.
The lining in No. 2 accumulator is about 50 percent installed 
at this writing.
The pipe coverers from P. S. Thorsen Co. arrived Tuesday, Feb. 3rd, 
and have made a good start on their work.




The spiral riveted pipe has been received and a start has been 
made on the erection of same.
Miscellaneous Ur. L. V. Knight of Johns-Manville, called Monday, Feb. 9th.
Diet. RW
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. January 26, 19 31 from Engineering Department letter no. 5
SUBJECT DETAIL
'Water Storage February 2nd Report: Ripogenus Elev. 919.65 Storage 5;316 Mil. Cu. Ft 
" 8,428 ” * »North Twin " 484.85
Ripogenus and North Twin
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage
•’ 13, 744 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Chemi-pulp 
Job 1198
There is 29* of snow on the ground at Millinocket with a water 
content of
No. 1 accumulator was put into operation Monday, January 26th, 
for the first time but due to failure of the texrope drive on the* acid 
pump, it was necessary to go back to the old system Tuesday night, 
January 27th. New ropes for the pump drive were received Saturday 
morning Jan. 31, and No. 1 accumulator was put back into operation 
at that time.
The lining in the easterly accumulator (No. 2) is about one-half 
up the bottom cone.way










The mill pipers are 
machines.
Mr. A. Mann reports 
& 24) that had to be
preparing to erect the header underneath the
that he has repaired the three piers (No*s. 22, 
retopped in connection with this job.
Mr. B • L.
28th.
Mr; P. C.
Hopkins visited Tuesday and Wednesday, January 27th
Newbegin, Chief Engineer of B. & A. R. R., called 
Tuesday, Jan. 27th.
Mr. S. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales visited Thursday, 
January 29th.
Mr. Wilson of Allis-Chalmers visited Saturday, Jan. 31.
Diet. RW
DATE MAILED February 2, 1931 -Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER










Jan. 26th Report: Ripogenus Elev. 921.43 Storage 
North Twin * 485.00
Ripogenus and North Twin 
Small ponds Empty - No













tested and inspected byThe easterly hccuraulator
Mr. K. G. Macaulay, Inspector 
Corporation, on Friday, January 23rd, 
insurance.
writing.
Mr. Peter Chaisson and his crew left Saturday, January 24th.
No. 1 accumulator has been partially' filled with acid and will 




Employer’s Liability Assurance 
and was accepted by him for 
A start on the lining of this tank has been made at this
The galvanised iron hot air pipe extensions are now completely 
installed.
This job is completed with the exception of plastering the 
hy-rib partition walls.
Messrs. Whitcomb, McKay, Smith, Lane, Schenck, Hilton and 
Stearns arrived Tuesday night, January 20th to attend the annual meeting 
of the stockholders in the Administration Building at 10:30 A.W., 
Wednesday, Jan. 21st. With the exception’of Mr. McKay, the above 
parties left Millinocket, 'Wednesday night, Jan. 21st. Mr. McKay left 
Thursday morning, Jan. 22nd.
Mr. E. V. Cram returned from Madison, Thursday, January 22nd.
Mr. Conklin of the Factory Insurance Association called Saturday, 
January 24th.
Diet. RT.
DATE MAILED January 26, 1931 Engineer
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER












January 19th Report* Ripogenus Elev. 922.28 Storage 7;458 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin H 486.00 * 9,220 ” * M
Ripogenus and North Twin ” 16,678 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage
The caulking and welding of No. 2 accumulator will be completed by 
Tuesday night, January 20th. The testing of this tank is scheduled 
for Friday, January 23rd.
The lining of No. 1 accumulator is completed. The piping is 
nearing completion and No. 1 tank will probably go into service Sunday, 
January 25th.
Concrete floors around the tanks are now all poured.
Approximately 90$ of the galvanized iron hot air pipe extensions 
over the wet end of the paper machines are now installed.
Air compressor is in service and running very satisfactorily.
This job is completed with the exception of plastering the hy-rib 
partition walls.
Turbine ih operation. Ur. Wilder, G. E. turbine engineer, left 
Thursday night, January 15th.
Miscellaneous Fire on back side of No. 8 paper machine Monday A.M., January 12th, 
completely destroyed the inside of one exhaust fan on the dry end of 
the machine, the copper casing and the economizer stack.
Messrs. Smith and Snow of the Bernitz Furnace Appliance Corporation 
visited Wednesday & Thursday, January 14th and 15th respectively.’
Mr. L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoll-Rand Company called Thursday, 
January 15th.
About 7 o’clock Thursday night, Jan. 15th, the cross-head slipped 
off of No. 1 engine causing the piston to break out both cylinder heads. 
The paper machinfe was put back into operation about 8 o*clock Friday 
night, Jan. 16th, by means of two electric motors and is running at a 
speed of about' 800 feet per minute. Mr. Lumberg, Filer & Stowell Engineer, 
arrived to-day, January 19th to supervise the necessary repairs.
Diet. RVW
SIGNED
Engineer.DATE MAILED Jan. 19, 1931
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR week beginning 8 A. M. January 5th 1931 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 2
SUBJECT DETAIL
^ater Storage 922.87 Storage 7,954 Mil
487.10 * 9.979 *
17,933 •
January 12th Report: Ripogenus Elev.
North Twin " 
Ripogenus and North Twin * 










Now placing the lining in the top cone of No. 1 Accumulator. 
Lining will probably be completed by the end of this week.
The riveting is completed in No. 2 Accumulator and there is about 
a weekte work of welding to be done before it is ready for the test.




Approximately 75$ of the galvanized iron hot air pipe extensions 
over the wet end of the paper machines are now installed.
Air Compressor 
Job 1219
The new air compressor was put into service Wednesday, Jan. 7th, 
and is running very satisfactorily.
The extension to the compressor room is completed except for 
plaster on the hyrib partitions.






Klingemann and Kimball of Ruggles-Klingemann Co. arrived
W ednesday morning Jan.
Mr; Wilder, G. E.
morning, Jan. 8th, and
afternoon, Jan. 9th.
Messrs
7th and left Friday night, Jan. 9th. 
turbine erecting engineer arrived Thursday 




Working on discharge piping from pumps.
Miscellaneous Mr. William Hilton called Monday, Jan. 5th.
Mr. G. V. Salle of the H. J. Deutschbein Co. visited Tuesday, 
J an. 6th.
Mr. Nichols of the G. E. Co. visited Wednesday, Jan. 7th.
Mr. J. M. Lade arrived Wednesday morning Jan. 7th and left 
Thursday night Jan. 8th.
Diet. RW




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. jjec, 29^ 19 30 FROMEngineering Department letter no. 1
SUBJECT detail
Water Storage Jan. 5th Report* Ripogenus Elev. 923.50 Storage 8,488 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin * 488.05 0 10.635 * « «
Ripogenus and North Twin 0 19,123 0 M rt
Small Ponds Empty - No Storage




Riveting the top cone of accumulator No. 2 and expect to start 
welding on this tank to-morrow, Jan. 6th.
The lining of No. 1 accumulator is approximately 50$ completed 
at this writing.
Building forms for the concrete floors around No. 2 accumulator. 
Changed location of stairway in the Digester Room Basement.
Meh. Room Roof
Job 1200
Approximately 60$ of the galvanized iron hot air pipe extensions 
over the wet end of the paper machines are installed.
Air Compressor
Job 1219
The air compressor has been grouted into its final position and 
the new sir duct connected into the old duct.
The air receiver is in place and the piping will be completed 
by to-night.
Air compressor will be put into operation, Tuesday, Jan. 6th.
Turbo-Generator
Job 2117
Non-return valve br ken. Turbine shut down Sunday morning
January 4th and will remain down until a suitable valve can be pro­
cured and the steam separators installed on thb paper machine engines.
Mr. R. R. Robbins, G. E. turbine operator, left to-day, 
January Sth.
Grinder pressur 
. umps - Job 
2119
s
working on piping from the pumps and the wiring to the motors«
Miscellaneous Hr. J« E. Waterhouse of Montague Machine Works visited Thursday, 
January 1st.
Messrs; Stephen Stafford and Ge'orge Barton, Jr., arrived Saturday, 
January 3rd, and left Monday morning, January Sth.
Diet. RW
DATE mailed January 5, 1931 Zngineer
FORM 17
